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many areas of knowledge converge in the building industry and therefore research in this field necessarily involves an interdisciplinary approach effective

research requires strong relation between a broad variety of scientific and technological domains and more conventional construction or craft processes

while also considering advanced management processes where all the main actors permanently interact this publication takes an interdisciplinary

approach grouping various studies on the building industry chosen from among the works presented for the 2nd international conference on construction

and building research the papers examine aspects of materials and building systems construction technology energy and sustainability construction

management heritage refurbishment and conservation the information contained within these pages may be of interest to researchers and practitioners

in construction and building activities from the academic sphere as well as public and private sectors this is the second issue in the global re introduction

perspectives series and has been produced in the same standardized format as the previous one the case studies are arranged in the following order

introduction goals success indicators project summary major difficulties faced major lessons learned success of project with reasons for success or

failure for this second issue we received a total of 72 case studies compared to 62 in the last issue these case studies cover the following taxa as

follows invertebrates 9 fish 6 amphibians 5 reptiles 7 birds 13 mammals 20 and plants 12 we hope the information presented in this book will provide a

broad global perspective on challenges facing re introduction projects trying to restore biodiversity pritpal s soorae antonio giangrande orgoglioso di

essere diverso odio ostentazione ed imposizione si nasce senza volerlo si muore senza volerlo si vive una vita di prese per il culo tu esisti se la tv ti

considera la tv esiste se tu la guardi i fatti son fatti oggettivi naturali e rimangono tali le opinioni sono atti soggettivi cangianti le opinioni se sono oggetto

di discussione ed approfondimento diventano testimonianze ergo fatti con me le opinioni cangianti e contrapposte diventano fatti con me la cronaca

diventa storia noi siamo quello che altri hanno voluto che diventassimo facciamo in modo che diventiamo quello che noi avremmo rafforzativo di

saremmo voluto diventare rappresentare con verità storica anche scomoda ai potenti di turno la realtà contemporanea rapportandola al passato e

proiettandola al futuro per non reiterare vecchi errori perché la massa dimentica o non conosce denuncio i difetti e caldeggio i pregi italici perché non
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abbiamo orgoglio e dignità per migliorarci e perché non sappiamo apprezzare tutelare e promuovere quello che abbiamo ereditato dai nostri avi

insomma siamo bravi a farci del male e qualcuno deve pur essere diverso aristotle s zoological writings with their wealth of detailed investigations on

diverse species of animals have fascinated medieval and renaissance culture this volume explores how these texts have been read in various traditions

arabic hebrew latin and how they have been incorporated in different genres in philosophical and scientific treatises in florilegia and encyclopedias in

theological symbolism in moral allegories and in manuscript illustrations this multidisciplinary and multilinguistic approach highlights substantial aspects

of aristotle s animals this book describes italian mathematics in the period between the two world wars it analyzes the development by focusing on both

the interior and the external influences italian mathematics in that period was shaped by a colorful array of strong personalities who concentrated their

efforts on a select number of fields and won international recognition and respect in an incredibly short time consequently italy was considered a third

mathematical power after france and germany basic italian provides readers with the basic tools to express themselves in a wide variety of situations the

book contains 23 individual grammar points in lively and realistic contexts the notizie on covers contain bibliographical and library news items forest

management has evolved from a mercantilist view to a multi functional one that integrates economic social and ecological aspects however the issue of

sustainability is not yet resolved quantitative techniques in participatory forest management brings together global research in three areas of application

inventory of the forest variables that determine the main environmental indices description and design of new environmental indices and the application

of sustainability indices for regional implementations all these quantitative techniques create the basis for the development of scientific methodologies of

participatory sustainable forest management aonia edizioni ancora oggi purtroppo molti in italia non conoscono la differenza tra la promozione della

salute e la prevenzione e ciò si ripercuote perfino sugli atti normativi prodotti ai vari livelli spesso si parla di promozione della salute per definire un

ambito proprio della prevenzione i cosiddetti stili di vita sono questi un ambito della prevenzione importantissimo per la sua efficacia ma non sono

promozione della salute la promozione della salute è ciò che è definito nella carta di ottawa women have engaged in healing from the beginning of

history often within the context of the home this book studies the role contributions and challenges faced by women healers in france spain italy and

england including medical practice among women in the jewish and muslim communities from the later middle ages to approximately 1800 the soils of

italy is the first comprehensive book on italian pedology in seventy years taking advantage of the authors large experience and of the most up to date
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information and technology this book treats the main soil types of italy their diffusion their functions ecological use and the threats to which they are

subjected during centuries of intensive management it also deals with future scenarios of the relationships between soil science and other disciplines

such as urban development medicine economics sociology and archaeology the description of the soils is accompanied by a complete set of data

pictures and maps including benchmark profiles factors of soil formation are also treated making use of new unpublished data and elaborations the book

also includes a history of pedological research in italy spanning over a century sebastian zollner is searching for his big break a failure as a journalist a

boyfriend and a human being he sets out to write the essential biography of the eccentric painter manuel kaminski all he needs to do is ingratiate

himself into kaminski s family wait for him to kick the bucket and then reap the rewards there s only one problem kaminski has an agenda of his own an

agenda that will send them on a wild goose chase to places neither of them ever expected to go told with nabokovian wit and an edgy intelligence me

and kaminski is a shrewd send up of art and journalistic pretensions from the internationally acclaimed author of measuring the world the full professors

associate professors and researchers of tu delft s faculty of architecture and the built environment address in the texts that are collected in this reader

key contemporary topics investigating historical models and theoretical arguments while discussing the latest architecture projects as well prototypical

cases moreover diverse contributions present contemporary positions in architectural practice and theory against the background of the modern era

1750 today as characterised by the conditions of the historical avant garde post modernity and its various moments of crisis and critique through the

series of articles presented here a broad range of questions and themes thus is addressed and explored this volume offers a comprehensive and up to

date overview of the major surgical procedures performed on elderly patients with advancing age the conditions that require surgery normally increase in

incidence and today all surgeons around the globe can be considered geriatric surgeons the latest anesthesiological procedures the technical

improvements and an increased medical knowledge of the comorbities impact have brought extraordinary advances in this field but this should not allow

us to forget that a careful assessment of elderly patients is necessary before undertaking surgery since also the simplest surgical procedures could alter

the delicate psychophysical equilibrium of these frail patients introduced by a demographic panorama and analysis the book describes the

anesthesiological management the preoperative assessment and preparation the perioperative care and hemostasis control connected with the main

surgical pathologies gastrointestinal endocrine neoplastic vascular and hepato biliary as well with traumatic and non traumatic emergencies it will be an
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invaluable easy to use resource for clinicians researchers and trainees alike in socialism of fools michele battini focuses on the critical moment during

the enlightenment in which anti jewish stereotypes morphed into a sophisticated modern social anti semitism he recovers the potent anti jewish

anticapitalist propaganda that cemented the idea of a jewish conspiracy in the european mind and connects it to the atrocities that characterized the

jewish experience in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries beginning in the eighteenth century counter enlightenment intellectuals and intransigent

catholic writers singled out jews for conspiring to exploit self sustaining markets and the liberal state these ideas spread among socialist and labor

movements in the nineteenth century and intensified during the long depression of the 1870s anti jewish anticapitalism then migrated to the habsburg

empire with the christian social party to germany with the anti semitic leagues to france with the nationalist movements and to italy where revolutionary

syndicalists made anti jewish anticapitalism the basis of an alliance with the nationalists exemplified best in the protocols of the elders of zion the

infamous document that leaked jewish plans to conquer the world the jewish conspiracy myth inverts reality and creates a perverse relationship to

historical and judicial truth isolating the intellectual roots of this phenomenon and its contemporary resonances battini shows us why so many decades

after the holocaust jewish people continue to be a powerful political target this volume explores current knowledge and methods used to study soil

organisms and to attribute their activity to wider ecosystem functions biodiversity not only responds to environmental change but has also been shown to

be one of the key drivers of ecosystem function and service delivery soil biodiversity in tree dominated ecosystems is also governed by these principles

the structure of soil biological communities is clearly determined by environmental as well as spatial temporal and hierarchical factors global

environmental change together with land use change and ecosystem management by humans impacts the aboveground structure and composition of

tree ecosystems due to existing knowledge of the close links between the above and belowground parts of terrestrial ecosystems we know that soil

biodiversity is also impacted however very little is known about the nature of these impacts effects on the overall level of biodiversity the magnitude and

diversity of functions soil biodiversity generates but also on the present and future stability of tree ecosystems and soils even though much remains to

be learned about the relationships between soil biodiversity and tree ecosystem functionality it is clear that better effort needs to be made to describe

and understand key processes which take place in soils and are driven by soil biota edible ectomycorrhizal mushrooms eemms comprise more than

1000 species and are an important food and forest resource in this volume of soil biology internationally recognized scientists offer their most recent
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research findings on these beguiling fungi topics covered include complex ecological interactions between plants eemms and soil organisms comparative

genomics high throughput sequencing and modern research tools genetic selection of fungal strains and techniques for inoculating plants economic and

social considerations surrounding wild collected eemms and practical information concerning soil management and eemm cultivation the book will be a

useful guide for anyone interested in soil ecology forestry or the genetics and cultivation of eemms and provides an extensive knowledge base and

inspirations for future studies on these ecologically and economically important fungi in the usual order of things lives run their course and eventually

one becomes who one is bodily and psychic transformations do nothing but reinforce the permanence of identity but as a result of serious trauma or

sometimes for no reason at all a subject s history splits and a new unprecedented persona comes to live with the former person an unrecognizable

persona whose present comes from no past and whose future harbors nothing to come an existential improvisation a form born of the accident and by

accident out of a deep cut opened in a biography a new being comes into the world for a second time what is this form a face a psychological profile

what ontology can it account for if ontology has always been attached to the essential forever blind to the aléa of transformations what history of being

can the plastic power of destruction explain what can it tell us about the explosive tendency of existence that secretly threatens each one of us

continuing her reflections on destructive plasticity split identities and the psychic consequences experienced by those who have suffered brain injury or

have been traumatized by war and other catastrophes catherine malabou invites us to join her in a philosophic and literary adventure in which spinoza

deleuze and freud cross paths with proust and duras this book focuses on the taxonomic diversity of the genus tuber as economically important truffles

in contributions by internationally respected scientists it examines truffle systematics interactions with abiotic and biotic environments strategies for spore

dispersal and molecular processes in truffles topics discussed include evolutionary theories and phylogeny of tuber species from asia europe and north

america the influence of climate on the natural distribution of tuber species and fruiting body production soil characteristics and vegetation in natural

habitats tools for tracing truffles in soil host diversity truffle inhabiting fungi and truffle associated bacteria and the relationships of small mammals and

wild boars with truffles as well as the smell of truffles this book offers a valuable reference guide for all researchers working in the fields of mycology

ecology and the soil sciences and will also be useful for farmers and foresters interested in truffle cultivation worldwide il lupo è tornato riconquistando

gli antichi territori se quarant anni fa in italia la specie sembrava prossima all estinzione oggi il vento ha cambiato il suo giro e i tempi difficili sono finiti
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quello scritto da marco albino ferrari non è solo un sorprendente libro di etologia ma anche un inedito diario di viaggio in luoghi marginali misteriosi

affascinanti il grande corridoio ecologico della nostra penisola dove la natura riassorbe i vecchi sentieri i terrazzamenti gli antichi paesi abbandonati

claudio visentin il sole 24 ore ferrari parte dai monti sibillini e risale mezza italia raccontando il cammino del lupo che dall umbria e dalle marche arriva

fino in valle d aosta percorrendo la dorsale appenninica e le alpi occidentali attraversando le foreste casentinesi le zone dei cento laghi le alpi marittime

e la valsavarenche ferrari incontra uomini e donne che per mestiere e con passione hanno seguito la storia del lupo in italia per molti decenni l indice



Gli Scienziati italianì dall' inizio del medio evo ai nostri giorni 1923

many areas of knowledge converge in the building industry and therefore research in this field necessarily involves an interdisciplinary approach effective

research requires strong relation between a broad variety of scientific and technological domains and more conventional construction or craft processes

while also considering advanced management processes where all the main actors permanently interact this publication takes an interdisciplinary

approach grouping various studies on the building industry chosen from among the works presented for the 2nd international conference on construction

and building research the papers examine aspects of materials and building systems construction technology energy and sustainability construction

management heritage refurbishment and conservation the information contained within these pages may be of interest to researchers and practitioners

in construction and building activities from the academic sphere as well as public and private sectors

Construction and Building Research 2014-01-31

this is the second issue in the global re introduction perspectives series and has been produced in the same standardized format as the previous one

the case studies are arranged in the following order introduction goals success indicators project summary major difficulties faced major lessons learned

success of project with reasons for success or failure for this second issue we received a total of 72 case studies compared to 62 in the last issue these

case studies cover the following taxa as follows invertebrates 9 fish 6 amphibians 5 reptiles 7 birds 13 mammals 20 and plants 12 we hope the

information presented in this book will provide a broad global perspective on challenges facing re introduction projects trying to restore biodiversity pritpal

s soorae



Global Re-introduction Perspectives 2010

antonio giangrande orgoglioso di essere diverso odio ostentazione ed imposizione si nasce senza volerlo si muore senza volerlo si vive una vita di

prese per il culo tu esisti se la tv ti considera la tv esiste se tu la guardi i fatti son fatti oggettivi naturali e rimangono tali le opinioni sono atti soggettivi

cangianti le opinioni se sono oggetto di discussione ed approfondimento diventano testimonianze ergo fatti con me le opinioni cangianti e contrapposte

diventano fatti con me la cronaca diventa storia noi siamo quello che altri hanno voluto che diventassimo facciamo in modo che diventiamo quello che

noi avremmo rafforzativo di saremmo voluto diventare rappresentare con verità storica anche scomoda ai potenti di turno la realtà contemporanea

rapportandola al passato e proiettandola al futuro per non reiterare vecchi errori perché la massa dimentica o non conosce denuncio i difetti e caldeggio

i pregi italici perché non abbiamo orgoglio e dignità per migliorarci e perché non sappiamo apprezzare tutelare e promuovere quello che abbiamo

ereditato dai nostri avi insomma siamo bravi a farci del male e qualcuno deve pur essere diverso

ANNO 2022 LA GIUSTIZIA QUARTA PARTE 1923

aristotle s zoological writings with their wealth of detailed investigations on diverse species of animals have fascinated medieval and renaissance culture

this volume explores how these texts have been read in various traditions arabic hebrew latin and how they have been incorporated in different genres

in philosophical and scientific treatises in florilegia and encyclopedias in theological symbolism in moral allegories and in manuscript illustrations this

multidisciplinary and multilinguistic approach highlights substantial aspects of aristotle s animals

Gli Scienziati italiani dall'inizio del medio evo ai nostri giorni 1999

this book describes italian mathematics in the period between the two world wars it analyzes the development by focusing on both the interior and the

external influences italian mathematics in that period was shaped by a colorful array of strong personalities who concentrated their efforts on a select



number of fields and won international recognition and respect in an incredibly short time consequently italy was considered a third mathematical power

after france and germany

Aristotle's Animals in the Middle Ages and Renaissance 2005-11-17

basic italian provides readers with the basic tools to express themselves in a wide variety of situations the book contains 23 individual grammar points in

lively and realistic contexts

Italian Mathematics Between the Two World Wars 1888

the notizie on covers contain bibliographical and library news items

Bollettino delle pubblicazioni italiane ricevute per diritto di stampa 1991

forest management has evolved from a mercantilist view to a multi functional one that integrates economic social and ecological aspects however the

issue of sustainability is not yet resolved quantitative techniques in participatory forest management brings together global research in three areas of

application inventory of the forest variables that determine the main environmental indices description and design of new environmental indices and the

application of sustainability indices for regional implementations all these quantitative techniques create the basis for the development of scientific

methodologies of participatory sustainable forest management



Emilia Romagna 1993

aonia edizioni ancora oggi purtroppo molti in italia non conoscono la differenza tra la promozione della salute e la prevenzione e ciò si ripercuote perfino

sugli atti normativi prodotti ai vari livelli spesso si parla di promozione della salute per definire un ambito proprio della prevenzione i cosiddetti stili di vita

sono questi un ambito della prevenzione importantissimo per la sua efficacia ma non sono promozione della salute la promozione della salute è ciò che

è definito nella carta di ottawa

Inquinamento 1959

women have engaged in healing from the beginning of history often within the context of the home this book studies the role contributions and

challenges faced by women healers in france spain italy and england including medical practice among women in the jewish and muslim communities

from the later middle ages to approximately 1800

Italian Books and Periodicals 2005

the soils of italy is the first comprehensive book on italian pedology in seventy years taking advantage of the authors large experience and of the most

up to date information and technology this book treats the main soil types of italy their diffusion their functions ecological use and the threats to which

they are subjected during centuries of intensive management it also deals with future scenarios of the relationships between soil science and other

disciplines such as urban development medicine economics sociology and archaeology the description of the soils is accompanied by a complete set of

data pictures and maps including benchmark profiles factors of soil formation are also treated making use of new unpublished data and elaborations the

book also includes a history of pedological research in italy spanning over a century



Basic Italian 1989

sebastian zollner is searching for his big break a failure as a journalist a boyfriend and a human being he sets out to write the essential biography of the

eccentric painter manuel kaminski all he needs to do is ingratiate himself into kaminski s family wait for him to kick the bucket and then reap the rewards

there s only one problem kaminski has an agenda of his own an agenda that will send them on a wild goose chase to places neither of them ever

expected to go told with nabokovian wit and an edgy intelligence me and kaminski is a shrewd send up of art and journalistic pretensions from the

internationally acclaimed author of measuring the world

Statistiche dell'istruzione 1888

the full professors associate professors and researchers of tu delft s faculty of architecture and the built environment address in the texts that are

collected in this reader key contemporary topics investigating historical models and theoretical arguments while discussing the latest architecture projects

as well prototypical cases moreover diverse contributions present contemporary positions in architectural practice and theory against the background of

the modern era 1750 today as characterised by the conditions of the historical avant garde post modernity and its various moments of crisis and critique

through the series of articles presented here a broad range of questions and themes thus is addressed and explored

Bibliografia italiana 1888

this volume offers a comprehensive and up to date overview of the major surgical procedures performed on elderly patients with advancing age the

conditions that require surgery normally increase in incidence and today all surgeons around the globe can be considered geriatric surgeons the latest

anesthesiological procedures the technical improvements and an increased medical knowledge of the comorbities impact have brought extraordinary

advances in this field but this should not allow us to forget that a careful assessment of elderly patients is necessary before undertaking surgery since



also the simplest surgical procedures could alter the delicate psychophysical equilibrium of these frail patients introduced by a demographic panorama

and analysis the book describes the anesthesiological management the preoperative assessment and preparation the perioperative care and hemostasis

control connected with the main surgical pathologies gastrointestinal endocrine neoplastic vascular and hepato biliary as well with traumatic and non

traumatic emergencies it will be an invaluable easy to use resource for clinicians researchers and trainees alike

Bollettino delle pubblicazioni italiane ricevute per diritto di stampa 1921

in socialism of fools michele battini focuses on the critical moment during the enlightenment in which anti jewish stereotypes morphed into a

sophisticated modern social anti semitism he recovers the potent anti jewish anticapitalist propaganda that cemented the idea of a jewish conspiracy in

the european mind and connects it to the atrocities that characterized the jewish experience in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries beginning in the

eighteenth century counter enlightenment intellectuals and intransigent catholic writers singled out jews for conspiring to exploit self sustaining markets

and the liberal state these ideas spread among socialist and labor movements in the nineteenth century and intensified during the long depression of the

1870s anti jewish anticapitalism then migrated to the habsburg empire with the christian social party to germany with the anti semitic leagues to france

with the nationalist movements and to italy where revolutionary syndicalists made anti jewish anticapitalism the basis of an alliance with the nationalists

exemplified best in the protocols of the elders of zion the infamous document that leaked jewish plans to conquer the world the jewish conspiracy myth

inverts reality and creates a perverse relationship to historical and judicial truth isolating the intellectual roots of this phenomenon and its contemporary

resonances battini shows us why so many decades after the holocaust jewish people continue to be a powerful political target

Gli Scienziati italian\i dall'inizio del medio evo ai nostri giorni 1975

this volume explores current knowledge and methods used to study soil organisms and to attribute their activity to wider ecosystem functions biodiversity

not only responds to environmental change but has also been shown to be one of the key drivers of ecosystem function and service delivery soil



biodiversity in tree dominated ecosystems is also governed by these principles the structure of soil biological communities is clearly determined by

environmental as well as spatial temporal and hierarchical factors global environmental change together with land use change and ecosystem

management by humans impacts the aboveground structure and composition of tree ecosystems due to existing knowledge of the close links between

the above and belowground parts of terrestrial ecosystems we know that soil biodiversity is also impacted however very little is known about the nature

of these impacts effects on the overall level of biodiversity the magnitude and diversity of functions soil biodiversity generates but also on the present

and future stability of tree ecosystems and soils even though much remains to be learned about the relationships between soil biodiversity and tree

ecosystem functionality it is clear that better effort needs to be made to describe and understand key processes which take place in soils and are driven

by soil biota

Memorie Dell'Istituto Italiano Di Idrobiologia Dott. Marco De Marchi 2016-04-19

edible ectomycorrhizal mushrooms eemms comprise more than 1000 species and are an important food and forest resource in this volume of soil

biology internationally recognized scientists offer their most recent research findings on these beguiling fungi topics covered include complex ecological

interactions between plants eemms and soil organisms comparative genomics high throughput sequencing and modern research tools genetic selection

of fungal strains and techniques for inoculating plants economic and social considerations surrounding wild collected eemms and practical information

concerning soil management and eemm cultivation the book will be a useful guide for anyone interested in soil ecology forestry or the genetics and

cultivation of eemms and provides an extensive knowledge base and inspirations for future studies on these ecologically and economically important

fungi



Quantitative Techniques in Participatory Forest Management 2016-11-02

in the usual order of things lives run their course and eventually one becomes who one is bodily and psychic transformations do nothing but reinforce

the permanence of identity but as a result of serious trauma or sometimes for no reason at all a subject s history splits and a new unprecedented

persona comes to live with the former person an unrecognizable persona whose present comes from no past and whose future harbors nothing to come

an existential improvisation a form born of the accident and by accident out of a deep cut opened in a biography a new being comes into the world for a

second time what is this form a face a psychological profile what ontology can it account for if ontology has always been attached to the essential

forever blind to the aléa of transformations what history of being can the plastic power of destruction explain what can it tell us about the explosive

tendency of existence that secretly threatens each one of us continuing her reflections on destructive plasticity split identities and the psychic

consequences experienced by those who have suffered brain injury or have been traumatized by war and other catastrophes catherine malabou invites

us to join her in a philosophic and literary adventure in which spinoza deleuze and freud cross paths with proust and duras

Trent’anni di Carta di Ottawa. Atti del meeting nazionale SIPS Genova, 17-18 Novembre 2016

2011-02-08

this book focuses on the taxonomic diversity of the genus tuber as economically important truffles in contributions by internationally respected scientists

it examines truffle systematics interactions with abiotic and biotic environments strategies for spore dispersal and molecular processes in truffles topics

discussed include evolutionary theories and phylogeny of tuber species from asia europe and north america the influence of climate on the natural

distribution of tuber species and fruiting body production soil characteristics and vegetation in natural habitats tools for tracing truffles in soil host

diversity truffle inhabiting fungi and truffle associated bacteria and the relationships of small mammals and wild boars with truffles as well as the smell of

truffles this book offers a valuable reference guide for all researchers working in the fields of mycology ecology and the soil sciences and will also be



useful for farmers and foresters interested in truffle cultivation worldwide

Women and the Practice of Medical Care in Early Modern Europe, 1400-1800 2013-03-29

il lupo è tornato riconquistando gli antichi territori se quarant anni fa in italia la specie sembrava prossima all estinzione oggi il vento ha cambiato il suo

giro e i tempi difficili sono finiti quello scritto da marco albino ferrari non è solo un sorprendente libro di etologia ma anche un inedito diario di viaggio in

luoghi marginali misteriosi affascinanti il grande corridoio ecologico della nostra penisola dove la natura riassorbe i vecchi sentieri i terrazzamenti gli

antichi paesi abbandonati claudio visentin il sole 24 ore ferrari parte dai monti sibillini e risale mezza italia raccontando il cammino del lupo che dall

umbria e dalle marche arriva fino in valle d aosta percorrendo la dorsale appenninica e le alpi occidentali attraversando le foreste casentinesi le zone

dei cento laghi le alpi marittime e la valsavarenche ferrari incontra uomini e donne che per mestiere e con passione hanno seguito la storia del lupo in

italia per molti decenni l indice

The Soils of Italy 2008-11-18

Me and Kaminski 1984

Il Foro amministrativo 2016-02-01



Delft Lectures on Architectural Design 2018-05-08

Surgical Management of Elderly Patients 2016-04-05

Socialism of Fools 1988-10

Bollettino d'informazioni 2017-10-06

Soil Biological Communities and Ecosystem Resilience 1997

Guida Monaci 2013-01-30

Edible Ectomycorrhizal Mushrooms 2005

I sistemi agroalimentari e rurali in Campania 2012-07-16



The Ontology of the Accident 2016-07-26

True Truffle (Tuber spp.) in the World 1942

Auto italiana industria automobili, aviazione e motori 2008

Gli inizi della genetica in Italia 2014-04-30T00:00:00+02:00

La via del lupo 1974

Proceedings and Papers 1890

Gazzetta ufficiale della Repubblica italiana. Parte prima 1935

Bibliografia scientifico-tecnica italiana 1935



Bibliografia italiana 1928- ...
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